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lnscape
is the inward quality
of objects, as they are perceived
by the joined observation and introspection
of a poet, who in turn embodies them in unique poetic
forms.
Gerard Manley Hopkins

SPACE
WILLIAM DEFORD

In the universe, between galaxies, each atom is at a distance
ofabout one meter from its next neighbor. Still, the space between
those atoms is not empty; it is bright with light and other radiation
from very different sources.
Henning Genz

You didn't hug
the armrest on
the far end
of the couch:
In the middle,
you sat easy.
I didn't talk much.
I stayed to my side.
I'm a skeptic
outside your bright
world: your sphere
a nucleus I orbit.
An atom, I hear,
is mostly space,
electrons bouncing
farther toward the outer rings, out
in the dark, our
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in the spaces.
Wish I could fight
entropy and struggle
to the center
where you arebound into a core,
opposites m union, balanced ...
But I still spin
outward, out:
Empty space between us
on the couch.
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NOVEMBER FIRST, ONE A.M.
BRIAN JACKSON

s soon as I heard the fat bellows of Dad's snoring I
climbed out my window and shimmied down the
frosty drainpipe on the side of our house. I paused to
make sure I hadn't made too much noise, then sneaked
around to the front. It was barely one in the morning,
but the grass was already frozen, and there was no moon
and no light. Jake's black Mustang was idling in the
street, a panther crouching in the grass. Perfect. Dark
car, dark night, dark deeds. Just perfect.
So we crept off into the night to smash pumpkins .
We carefully idled down Zenith Avenue until we passed
Judge Carson's place. His house loomed out of the darkness like the Judge himself, the professional joy killer,
baby-sitting the neighborhood, making sure nobody's
out having fun on Halloween night. Then Jake gunned
the engine to a horrible roar. Old farts living within
a five-mile radius had heart attacks in their sleep. Jake
revved the engine a few times more just to make sure
everyone knew his car was wicked bad, then he popped
the clutch. The tires squealed. We raced out of my
neighborhood.
Jake wrenched the wheel and we skidded onto the
highway going seventy miles an hour. I thought the tires
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would bust off the axles, but Jake knew his baby, and he cuddled up
to the wheel and toed the gas all the way down to hell.
The business district slept; the glass towers and strip malls
whizzed by like the shadows of canyon walls. Everything floated in a
peaceful slumber except Denny's-the freaks congregated there for
All Hallow's Mass, taking a sacrament of blueberry pancakes. We all
have our rituals when the lights go out. Oingo Boingo blasted
through the Mustang's jerry-rigged stereo, with Elfman's macabre
caroling: "It's the hour of the wolf and I don't wanna die."
Even though it was beastly cold, I rolled down the window to let
out a barbaric, primal scream into the night. Bright neon signs in
bar windows hummed in reply. I leaned out the window and let the
feezing breeze whip my head around; I opened my mouth and imitated those astronaut films about G-force, with cheeks and lips
flapping. Jake cackled at me and swerved the Mustang all over the
highway, into the near-empty lanes of oncoming traffic, swerving
back out, jacking the wheel back and forth like a drunken sailor.
Maybe he was drunk. Didn't matter. Nothing really matters when
you're seventeen, raging into the night to smash pumpkins. The tires
squealed back at us in delight.
We roared through a few red lights and flipped around a corner
so fast that I just knew we would roll that puppy right into a light
post, smash our brains all over the dash. We giggled at the rush of
danger and death. Jake straightened us out, put his head out the
window and howled at the clouds and stars.
I grabbed at his sweatshirt and pulled him back in. "Do you
know where you're going, Robbie Racer?"
He laughed. "No. Does it matter, my brotha? Okay, I don't.
Where?"
"Turn left up here on Stockton. And don't freakin' kill us or I'm
going to be really disappointed." I pointed up at the next stoplight.
"He lives in the Avenues with the richie-richies?" he asked, checking out the rich neighborhood racing by on the left. "Huh. Figures."
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He had the Mustang roaring at ninety miles an hour in a fortyfive. The bolts rattled like a paint agitator.
As we thundered closer, the light at Stockton changed from
yellow to red. I thought Jake was going to stop, but he stepped on
the brake only long enough to keep us from tumbling over, then
yanked the wheel to the left. We skidded left through the intersection
with a shudder and flew straight into oncoming traffic, into blinding
headlights. My heart stopped as a Coke truck slammed on its
brakes, swerving off the road into a huge oak tree. Jake swerved back
into the right hand lane and stuck his head out the window again,
shouting at the sleeping mansions:
"ONE A YOUSE RICH PUNKS CALL AN AMBULANCE!" He
pulled his head back in. "Okay, navigator. Where?"
I was still panting about that Coke truck almost plowing us.
"Turn on the third street, I think. I think it's Today. Souffle. KoolAid. Man, why can't I remember?" I've only been to the principal's
house once, and I was chased off the property before I could get the
garden hose tied around his car. But that's what levity is all about.
Getting chased off someone's property.
Jake, still shaking with laughter, scoped the green street signs
on the corners of streets. "Could it be Good Day? Right here, check
it out. "
"That's it. Turn here." I pointed down the quiet street we were
passing on my right. Good Day. It's the lamest name for a street I'd
ever heard.
Jake slammed on the brakes and sent me reeling, head over backside, into the dashboard. He jerked the wheel to the right and sped
down Good Day. It was a mile-long road just crammed with fat
mansions on each side. The homes were sparkly like palaces, with
huge lawns that had to be mowed with those sit-down jobs. There
were lousy dead cherry blossom trees all over the place. Even their
curbs looked expensive, for cryin' . Some yards had huge palace walls
around them so poor white-trash folk like us couldn't get in and
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kidnap their curly-haired, long-legged, filthy-spoiled daughterswho we wouldn't kidnap anyway, even if they'd begged us to. I told
Jake to slow down so I could see across their lawns to the porch to
see if they had left their jack-a-lanterns out. Like fools, they had.
Then began the frenzy. The engine roared, Jake roared, Elfman
roared: "No one, no one, no one lives forever!" and I gripped the
dashboard like death. Jake held down the car horn with one hand
and jerked the wheel around with the other. We leapt over curbs onto
the front lawns of kids we knew from school: prom queens, chess
dorks, metal shop grease monkeys, guys we ditched school with, girls
we hated, girls we loved-we didn't discriminate. Jake would slide to
a stop by the porch and I'd jump out and smash their jack-a-lanterns
on the driveway. I'd jump back in and we'd get up on the big lawns
and spin out, spitting frozen dirt and grass all over the place, leaving
scars of black track on the sidewalks and driveways, barreling over
skeletal bushes, flying back over the curb, roaring into the shadows.
Euphoria. Or hysteria, maybe. But all kinds of wicked fun. Lights
began to click on sporadically in our wake.
We screeched to a stop in front of Principal Crum's mighty pad,
which was smaller than the rest of the palaces on Good Day. They
probably don't pay principals jack-and-a-half. He had tacky wood
butterflies attached to the front of his house and a sign hanging on
the door that said, "Welcome Friends." We were friends. We felt
welcome. I hopped out, ran across the crunchy lawn, picked up one
of his sagging jack-a-lanterns and threw it into the street. It made a
deliciously squishy sound and scattered into a thousand pieces. The
second one had a toothy mouth that grinned right at me when I
picked it up. I ran over to Principal Crum's Caddy and heaved it
onto the windshield. The toothy grin squished into soft pumpkin
chunks that started oozing down the glass. A light came on somewhere in the house; I heard soft shuffling. I tore across the lawn
through the darkness, slid over the top of the Mustang like The
Dukes ofHazard and jumped in.
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The principal's front door opened; light knifed across the lawn
through the dark to our car. There was poor ol' Principal Crum in robe
and slippers, framed in the doorway like an apparition. Jake shouted a
salutation out the window:
"NIGHTY NIGHT, FRANKIE CRUMMY BUMMY!" He gave
Or. Franklin W. Crum the "you're number one, " ground the stick
into first, and popped the clutch. We peeled out, leaving two black,
beastly scars for at least fifty feet. We thundered down the homestretch of Good Day.
We were halfway down Good Day when Jake leaned to the side a
bit and said, calmly, "Look in the rearview mirror, champ." I looked.
A cop.
A white Mustang cop car was charging down Good Day-lights
flashing-like the wrath of the Almighty, bearing down on us.
I shouldn't have, but I did. I freaked. I started shouting into Jake's
ear, "Go go go go go!" He threw his weight on the gas and downshifted to second. We lurched, the engine freaked out for a moment
like a swarm of angry bees. Jake, the master of his machine, nuzzled
up to the wheel and bore down on the dash as if he could push the
car faster with his body. We bounded down to the end of Good Day,
tearing fresh scars onto another street. Flashing by like a dream, I
could have sworn the street sign read "Puberty. "
Then the cop had to show off. The sirens started whining.
With the white cop car howling at our backsides, we hammered
down streets and up lanes in the maze of the Avenues. This cop kept
a steady, relentless chase. My heart pounded like a piston in my
chest. This guy was crazy to follow Jake, who didn't even sniff about
killing us all in a high-speed chase. We had ourselves a psycho cop
barking right up our tailpipe. If I had had the presence of mind, I
would have wondered if he'd been sleeping in the K-Mart parking
lot at the time dispatch had crackled out at him. Wicked good driver
for just waking up, though.

NOVEMBER F IRST, ONE A.M.
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Jake was better. He tore that tramp of a Mustang like a dogfighter
jet. He had both hands in a white-knuckled grip on the wheel-now
a sobered sailor at the helm-and all his weight forward in the seat;
his face solid with either fear or deadly intensity; I couldn't tell and
couldn't have cared less. He jerked the wheel left, right, over curbs, up
unfamiliar streets. I slid back and forth over the vinyl seat, rammed
my head into the frame, gripped the dash until my fingers about fell
off. I pointed at roads in a frenzy: "Turn here, Jake, here, no no no,
here! GO JAKE! Can't you go?! " Sixty-six miles an hour in the sleepy
suburbs. We were losing the cop. Must have been a rent-a-cop. We
blasted over a richie's front lawn to cut a corner and jumped off the
curb in a clutter-thump of metal and tire. Jake swerved purposely to
pommel one of those big black garbage tubs. It soared through the air
like a bomber and dumped its muck all over the driveway of a house
on the right. The cop wasn't behind us anymore, but we could hear
the siren. Jake, the fighter pilot, turned down another unfamiliar
street and gunned it up to seventy.
It was a dead end.
Jake slowed down, staring straight ahead. I held my breath and
felt hot panic springing up in my guts. We rolled to a stop right in
front of two huge cement barricades blocking an old dirt road that
led into a field. Dust swirled all around us. The police siren sounded
off in the distance as if a thousand dogs were getting ran over. Danny
Elfman and the Mystic Knights of Oingo Boingo had changed their
tune on the stereo: "Walk on two legs, not on four. Walk on four
legs breaks the law. What happens when you break the law? What
happens ... when the rules aren't fair? We all know where we go
from there! TO THE HOUSE OF PAIN!!" I reached over and turned
it off.
"Oh no Jake, no." I had my hands on the dash, my arms stiff as
woodplanks. I stared at the barricades like a deer in the lights of a
Peterbilt. "What are we going to do, Jake, what are we gonna do?"
Instant thoughts of Dad and jail and permanent record made my face
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flare and my stomach twist up. "We gotta get out of here, we gotta
get out.I"
Turning his head slowly, he looked over at me, like all action had
suddenly been suspended in slow-mo. He had a crooked smile on
his face.
"Oh, ye of little faith," he said. It was almost a whisper. ''Ain't
nobody gonna pen us in, my sweet brotha."
Oh no, I thought. This psycho is going to ram us into the
barricades.
But he didn't. He turned off the lights. We crept into the driveway
of the last house on the right before the dead end. The siren seemed
closer, or further away, I couldn't cell. Pulse thumped in my temples.
I had no idea what he was doing. Like a shadow, we crept down the
driveway into the backyard. There was a chain-link fence and a few
bare apple trees. No way out.
So Jake, that insatiable lunatic, that dogfighter of pumpkin smashing, made a way out.
He slammed on the gas once again and core us right through the
fence like an angry elephant. The fence posts ripped out of the ground
and the metal mesh bent underneath us, scraping and scratching at
the belly of the car. We hit the utility road and charged into the freedom of the open field . Jake cackled and stormed down on the
accelerator, fueled by the speed, quickened by the danger of the
night. He laughed and hollered and did a little car seat boogie. I
nearly wet my jeans about that cop. I couldn't get my legs to stop
shaking. The bumpy dirt road rattled the car so violently I thought
my teeth would grind into powder. My head throbbed at all the
bobbing.
We rolled to the bottom of Zenith Avenue with Jake's Mustang
purring and rumbling, a cat from the kill. I got out, legs still shaking,
a sailor stepping onto land after five months at sea. Jake leaned over
and rolled down the window.

NOVEMBER FIRST, ONE A.M.
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"Thank you so very much for the lovely evening," he said in a
slinky, girly voice. "Really, I had a pleasant time. How's about a good
night smoochie?" He stuck his tongue out and wiggled it around.
"Yeah, whatever." My head pounded like engine rods. 'Tm going
to bed. I don't feel so freakin' great." I started to walk off.
"Hey," he called out, "did I force you to come play with me
tonight, Billy Boy? Huh? Man, don't you know that anything worth
doin' goes to be done sneakin' around in the night? You're lucky I'm
here to show boring turds like you how to live, baby." I ignored him
and kept walking. "PUT THAT IN YOUR CORNCOB, BILLY BOY!
SLEEP TIGHT, BILLY BOY!" I swear he was trying to wake up the
world. I heard the Mustang roll and rumble away until every other
peaceful chirp and sway sounded loud and grating in my head. Shue
up, crickets.
I walked down Zenith in the dark, past the stern, frowning darkness of Judge Carson's place. The moon had come up from behind
the Rocky Mountains. It peeked down in a condemning glow, the allseeing eye, making everything indigo; a perfect light poured down
onto my driveway where the scattered remains of my family's pumpkins were spread out all over in dark orange glops. Not only had the
jerks smashed them, they had stomped them into the cement with
their boots. Looked like someone had puked up ten gallons of
cooked squash. I cursed, kicked a smooshy pile across the driveway
into the street. Pumpkin slime dripped off the toe of my hiking boot.
My stomach twisted at the thought of Dad, grumpy as all get-out,
waking me up at the unmerciful crack of dawn to clean up this mess.
It's your delinquent friends, he'd say.
Tired, sick, I climbed up the drainpipe on the side of our house.
My boots were so slippery with pumpkin goop and the pipe was so
frosty that I almost slipped and fell five times. Somewhere in the
distant jungle of suburbia I heard the roaring of a car and a police
siren.
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NAVY SEAL
ERIC FREEZE

I wish I could be
A navy seal-just the way I imagine itUndisciplined, the maverick.
Where the bullets and shrapnel
Pass by harmlessly like
Folds in the air.
Near the end of my life,
my meaty pockets would hold an
Assortment of adventures:
Chasing a mig through a
Tawny desert at dawn,
Splashing down a foreign canyon in
An inflatable dinghy
Or rescuing a fatale POW
With size double D breasts and
A penchant for leather.
I don't know how many times
I would escape with just
The long sinews of my arms
Or how many times I would find
That I had been betrayed by
What I hope to know.
It's like I'm in one of
Woody Allen's anticapitalist dramasBananas-a shaky parody of what is to some
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Real life.
It's only near the end that I realize
I'm not any of the characters with
Guns and authority, but
The man with a harp in the closets,
Playing his empty notes
Until someone hears them,
Paints my words into the corners
Of the screen, and hides them under
The dead extra with bloody gauze in his mouth.
When the credits roll,
I'm the sour memory of a dying wound,
The remnants of truth in fantasy
Turned into a malaise of
Forgotten identity.
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HYDROGEN
JANE GALT

T

welve was a terrifying age for me. It was the year that
everything became open to doubt. That year I questioned all subjects from God to gravity. My friends seemed
unreliable so I ostracized myself, avoiding all intimacy and
any semblance of amiability. I stopped listening in church
because my Sunday School lessons brought up more questions than I could deal with. Instead, I concentrated on the
two constants in my life: school and family. Education and
love became the two pillars my world was balanced on.
I especially enjoyed chemistry. I loved that laws governed the universe. I loved knowing nuclei were made up
of protons and neutrons, that electrons were negative,
and that opposite forces were attracted. These facts were
undoubtedly true. It was such a relief to go to class and be
told how and why the world worked.
I was particularly fascinated by hydrogen. Although
it's the smallest atom on the periodic table, hydrogen plays
a key role in life on earth. Hydrogen holds just about
everything together. It's so easy to take it for granted, but
without it none of us would survive. Hydrogen bonds
connect everything. When scientists draw diagrams of
molecules, they don't even write out the hydrogen, they
just make a little dash on the paper. It's so constant and so
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obviously there that they don't even worry about naming it. Hydrogen, the duct tape of the universe, would always be there. How could
I not love hydrogen? To a twelve-year old girl it was more reliable than
God.
When I was not studying, I was with my family. I talked with
them, played with them, and if I was feeling very safe, I might ask them
one of the questions that constantly haunted me. But mostly I would
just be with them, basking in their unquestionable love and comfort.
Though I gave my family constant attention, it was a selfish
attention that concentrated solely on my need for them. Because of
my self-absorption, I didn't see what was going on right in front of me.
I knew, of course, that my father had lost his job. I noticed that he
was not looking well, that he had gained weight and went days
without shaving. Looking back now, I remember his laugh becoming
short and sardonic when he laughed at all. I remember how he hardly
ever met our eyes and never met my mother's. Whenever my home
seemed less than secure, I disappeared into my room with my chemistry book. I never thought anything was seriously wrong.
It was a huge shock one night to enter my mother's room and
find her sobbing on her bed. My mother never cries except at sappy
movies and weddings. She never sobs. She's a strong, brave woman.
Seeing her crying upset my carefully guarded universe. I rushed to
her, willing to do anything to comfort her and to put my world
straight.
She tried to compose herself and failed. With tears sticking her
hair to her face, she said, 'Tm sorry, I've tried. I've tried so hard! But
I can't, I just can't!"
"What's wrong, Mom? Tell me what happened! " I sat on the
bed, enfolding my mother in an awkward hug. Her tears soaked
into my shirt.
"I just don't love him. I've tried, but it's no use. I stopped years
ago, but he's gotten so much worse. I don't even like him anymore!"
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I released my mother and moved back to see her face. "What
did you say, Mom?" My voice was quiet.
I will never forget what followed. She told me that she had
stopped loving my father soon after I was born. She had been disillusioned, she said. In all those years she had wanted to leave, had
almost left several times, but had stayed because of her children and
because of her religion. Remembering who I was, she wiped her
eyes and said, "It's not so bad. You don't need love for marriage, just
commitment. Love would be nice, but you can't count on it. That's
life. " I numbly gave my mother a hug and told her I loved her. I
went quickly to bed, but I didn't get much sleep.
The next day I was particularly silent in all my classes. Chemistry
came around and I took a seat in the back of the room. About
halfway through a lecture on scientific method, I raised my hand.
The teacher was using the overhead projector, so the lights were off
and she didn't see me for some time. Finally she called on me.
"Can we talk about hydrogen for a minute, Ms. Michelski?"
"Um, okay, Jane. What's your question?"
"How do we know it's there?"
"What do you mean? How do we know it exists?"
"Yeah, how do we know it's not some big joke?"
"I've explained this before, Jane. Hydrogen bonds hold us all
together. Glucose would not be able to stick together without ... "
"B ue how do we know chat? How do we know we're held
together by anything? What if we are all just kind of floating
around?"
"Well, if we had the right equipment I could show you .. . "
"But we don't, do we? No one really knows, do they?"
"Jane." My teacher was becoming annoyed. "We've been over
chis. I am right in the middle of a lecture and I don't have time for
joking around. For everyone's sake and your own, I wish you'd just
pretend to believe in hydrogen so we can get through this, okay?"

HYDROGEN
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"Okay," I whispered. Under the cover of darkness, I buried my
face in my arms so that my sweatshirt would hide my red eyes, and
I took her advice. I've been pretending ever since.
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FARMER'S BURIAL GROUND
E. L.

MILLER

In a cold but thawed wheat-stalked field
On a flat, January day
He walked in the mud:
arrow head
horse shoe
iron spikes.
This land has owned
his family for
years.
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( poh-i-tree) n.
SCOTT H ANSEN

1. a walnut loved after the vise. 2. a measure
of wood beneath splitting-wedge mathematics.
3. an ear of corn stripped and torn for
gold. 4 . (archaic) a wishingplace-dig that
finally kisses the shovel's scuffed lip with
water. 5. a coconut cast down, wounded on
a wooden stake until it offers no more resistance, then slit open for milk. 6. (informal) an
imprisoned warrior, now open to supply the
morning's heartblood. 7 . an orange cut apart
and crushed for breakfast. 8. a chest of waterlogged wood, exhumed at the end of a tattered map. 9. a door smashed off the hinges
and trampled with pistols and flashlights
hunting fugitives. 10. a boulder nibbled at by
chisles to reveal the immanent passion in
marble. 11 . (slang) a crashing between steel
and flint that breeds fire. 12. a cardboard
form covered with crepe paper that you question with a stick until it answers in candy.
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NATURAL HABITATS
MELODY WARNICK

T

he way we did it was the Pill: tiny round tablets, pale
pink and delicate. Innocuous as mints, I thought,
though Ruth came over just to tell me otherwise. "I can't
believe you're really going to take that stuff, Megan," she
said. "It tells you right in the package that the Pill is a
time bomb waiting to go off. You're about a hundred
percent more likely to get nausea, breast cancer, blood
dots-"
Ruth was seven months pregnant and round-bellied
like a beetle, standing in my doorway on thin, pale legs.
Ruth said nothing. She smiled, then laughed. Always
the baby sister, I thought-like she was seven and just pretending at pregnancy, like she had only a balloon under
there.
But she was right about the Pill; I couldn't think about
food for four weeks. I had punched out the third tablet
("Tue" in its neat row of days) and woke up four hours
later to dry-heave into the toilet. Afterwards I curled up,
cold and damp, on the bathroom rug and envisioned
myself pregnant like Ruth: bulbous stomach, blue with
veins, smooth like the dome of an egg. A mutant,
mutating body. I figured it didn't get worse than that.
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Sometimes I would forget a day and find last night's tablet sitting
on the bathroom counter in the morning. I would choke it down
with a fistful of water and a prayer: no babies, please. David started
handing me the Pill each night with a glass of kiwi-lime Kool-Aid.
"Your pink present," he would say, and every night I would slip the
tablet between my teeth, easing it down my throat until eventually
the motion became natural.
Ruth could swallow six vitamins at a time. She drank orange
juice, ate leafy greens, and sometimes ran laps at the junior high
track. She read everything about pregnancy, all about how the fetus
grew with each passing week, how it steadily developed limbs and
organs and humanity. "It has eyes now," she said once, peering at
me, herself stunned.
Some Saturdays, while our husbands studied, Ruth and I would
blow up her plastic kiddie pool, its sides emblazoned with frolicking
yellow octupi and fat-lipped fishes. We would fill it and then set ourselves down in five inches of tepid water from the hose. "It feels good,"
Ruth said one day. "Like I'm sitting in my own natural habitat. " She
smiled at me. "There's so much water inside of me. She just swims in
it all day, the tadpole."
'"She?"'
Ruth shrugged, the purple lycra of her bathing suit shimmering
on her collarbone. "Maybe not. We don't really want to know. I
guess I just think of her as being such a part of me that she would
have to be female, too."
"A miniature Ruth," I said. I envisioned her tiny and froglike ,
brown hair floating as she wriggled an amphibian tail. "I don't know
if we can handle another you."
"I don't know if I can, either. But I really wish it were like mitosis.
No crankiness or backaches for nine months-you just split in half
and boom, another perfect copy." Ruth slid down into the water,
letting her hands sway just beneath the surface. A block away I
could hear children yelling and the high ring of the ice cream truck.
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"Oh well, Megan," Ruth said finally, "I think it will be worth it in
the end." As peaceful and translucent as she looked, I could almost
believe her.
David and I had already agreed on children-or more specifically, on the absence of children. The first time he saw my sister
Marianne with one twin boy lodged on each hip, he said she looked
like a packed camel. "The woman's a beast, " he said. But Marianne
carried her burden gracefully. At Christmas she parceled out babies
like presents, and everyone but me fought to hold them; I saw them
as dogs that would sniff out my fear. But Ruth's theory was that
babies only detect love, that they react to those who want what's best
for them.
In bed that night, David laughed about it. "Ruth's such a mystic,
Megan. If she were born thirty years earlier she could have been a
hippie midwife."
"It wasn't like that, David. "
"Babies are born with a brain the size of a strawberry. They don't
chink to themselves, 'Good person, bad person.' They don't think at
all. It's just cry and sleep and feed and poop. Ir's all intrinsic reactions.
They know how to suck; they just do it."'
"Ruth said that you can show a baby a million pictures-the sun,
The Last Supper, whatever-but the thing that a baby wants to see
more than anything is a human face. Just one human face smiling
. ,,
at It.
David crawled into bed and pushed himself against my body.
"Don't worry, Megan ," he said. "You have a human face. When the
rime comes, you'll do fine. "
I hadn't known I was sunburned until his hand on my shoulder
felt hot and sharp.
Nights, when Ruth's husband and mine talked computers in the
second bedroom, Ruth taught me about babies: how to hold a baby,
for instance, like a loaf of bread. "You scoop it under the length of
yo ur arm-yeah, like that, that's great-and just keep your hand
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there, 'cause their heads are kind of wobbly." I was cradling a loaf of
blanket-wrapped Wonder Bread in my arms. Somehow, I wanted to
COO at It.
"I don't know why you worry so much about this," Ruth said,
settling her eight-month girth into the sofa. "It's not like you have to
get certified."
"It's not like I'm having kids any time soon. "
"Right," Ruth said. "Not soon, anyway." She pressed her hand
against her abdomen and sucked in a breath. "Well, anyway, watch:
she's gonna kick." She pressed herself into the couch and held her
breath, urging some invisible being into motion.
I stared. "Is it even visible? Can I even see it?"
"Megan, it's like having someone beat you with a hammer from
the inside. It's hard to miss."
"Does it hurt?"
"Yes, when she does it for a long time, or when she's doing her
Tae Bo. Then it hurts."
We waited in patient silence, like nature-lovers watching for birds.
(See, the red-headed woodpecker! So rare in these parts!) Finally
Ruth gasped and said, "Did you see it?"
"No, no-where?"
"Right here." She pressed her palm flat against the side of her
abdomen. "You can feel it if you want to." Ruth lifted up her shirt a
little; beneath was pale white flesh stretched taut on its bilge of fluid.
I put my hand on her and instantly felt a muffled thumping beneath.
"The baby," she said, looking at me intently. "That's her. "
She was swimming, that baby, rolling around in her amniotic sac.
"She's alive and well," I said. "Welcome to the world, baby Ruth. "
Mid-July, we pulled out the pool every night. We sat among plastic
kissing fishes and dangling octopus arms and talked about names and
baby furniture and breast-feeding. Evenings were hot, filled with the
shrillness of crickets. David pulled out a lawn chair to watch us float.
"How's it coming, Ruth? You going to explode?"
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"I've never been chis bloated in my life." She rubbed an ankle, ics
skin swollen over che tiny nub of bone. "The water's che only place I
feel normal. I guess ic balances ouc che pressure."
"Noc so much longer co go," I said. "You'll be a normal person
again. No more stomach."
She reseed her hands on the rim of her belly. "I'll miss the stomach
anyway."
"So do you have a name for che baby?" David asked. "Wait, don't
tell me-Ruthetce."
"Just maybe, just maybe," Ruth said, standing up. Water fell from
her, dropping way through fourteen hours of labor.
I imagined her little body stretched out on the paper-covered
table, moving that solid mass through the uterine tunnel. I could see
her smiling, squinting at hospital lights, waiting for her girl co arrive.
David said, "We can visit her tomorrow, I suppose. We'll get some
flowers."
"Some overalls from Baby Gap."
"We'll go as soon as you get home from work."
I sat ac che kitchen cable, listening co David getting ready for bed:
the teeth-brushing, face-washing routine. The windows were open;
cool air entered in. I had forgotten co empty che pool water from che
other night, and I imagined ic stagnating, collecting frogs, chen polliwogs. Ruch, empty of her amniotic fluid, wouldn't need the pool
anymore. She had found a new habitat. I would see Ruch tomorrow
looking beatific, beaming like the Holy Mocher with her newborn,
haloed infant.
When David was done, when he had crawled into bed, I filled a
glass with water and punched my Pill out of its tinfoil backing. Over
the bathroom sink I dropped the Pill into the glass. It floated there,
trembling, and after five minutes it dissolved. Inside the glass the
water rolled, faintly tainted with a wisp of pink.
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"'\Tou have to drag them 500 feet from any thoroughfare,"
.l he says, drops his head and winks, whispering, "but
really we don't care where you put 'em, just so long as no
one can see 'em in the mornin'."
I nod.
He continues, "The guy before just drug 'em over a hill,
or if they were still in good shape, he took 'em home and
made jerky. Sometimes they just git swiped, hit in the head
or somethin' by a rearview mirror seems like. And the thing
is, it's good eatin'. Don't sound like much, but," he rubs his
stomach and licks his lips, "hmm-mmm."
We turn and start walking to my truck. He fingers the
bed, smiles, hooks his thumb in his front pocket, beneath
his belly, "How long you had this 'un?"
"'T':
.1.wo years.))
"Oh-yeah? Good shape."
"Yeah. I like to work on it. "
"Won't be long, though. This job is hard on trucks."
A woman resembling a basset hound barks from the
office.
"Gotta run," he says; "the old ball-and-chain is on one!"
He gets to the office, turns sharply and yells across the
lot, "Just from 123 to 21 0! Don't go another foot!" I smile
and get in the truck. It's going to be a long night.
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I'm washing the blood out of the truck as the sun slips silent
fingers over the purple mountains. I wonder how I'll gee the blood
out from under my fingernails before my wife sees it. She gees sick so
easily, especially lately. One look at my hands is liable co send her
running. She surprises me as the screen door bangs shut. I shove my
hands into my pockets as she hugs me. "You muse be tired," she says
eating a cracker. "I would make you breakfast but ... " she breaks off
and pats her stomach with a wry smile.
"Don't worry. I'll just eat cereal."
"There's bacon in the freezer. I can chaw it."
"No. I chink I'm going co be a vegan."
She laughs, "That'll be che day."
I back up the truck and scan for headlights. I run co the middle
of the highway, grab it forcefully by the nape of the neck, turn my
back co the truck and begin dragging. Only about an hour to go I
think. I'll get home early. I won't wash the truck today . . . It's heavy.
Halfway across the road I see headlights peering over a hill. I drop it
in time co gee out of the way, but the truck runs right over it. Bones
crunch. Flesh flecks me in the face. I can already feel the blood drying
on my cheek as I reach for the shovel. There isn't much left. There'll
be blood all over the highway in the morning. At least I don't have to
drag it into the truck.
I'm cleaning up what remains when my beeper goes of. I look
down and see it's from home. I run co the truck and grab the cellular.
"Is she alright?" The nurse just looks at me and frowns. I look
down at my hands.
"Oh, road-kill cleanup. " I run to the bathroom. I begin frantically washing my hands. More soap, more soap. I scrub past my
elbows, awkwardly running chem beneath the water in the shallow
basin. There's blood under my fingernails, but there's no time. I look
in the mirror and fill the basin up with water, again.
"Stupid truck, " I mutter, scrubbing my face. A red silken thread
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curls beautifully through the water. Blood drips from my chin. I grab
a handful of paper towels.
They rush me to room 212. Her face is turned from the door.
She's wearing one of those gowns; I can barely see the green poking
out from beneath the hospital blanket.
"Is that you?" she asks as I walk into the room. Her voice cracks,
"I can tell by the boots. "
I look down at my feet. "How are you?"
"Have they told you?"
"What?"
She stares crying.
I walk around the bed. Her hands are pressed hard against her
face. Her shoulders rise and fall.
"What?" I whisper, putting my hands on hers and pulling them
away from her face. "What's wrong?"
Silence.
"It's dead," she blurts between convulsions.
"The baby?"
She pulls her hands from mine and covers her face again. I'm
numb and barely hear her sobs. "The baby," I say, falling to the small
chair as the side of the bed.
Later the nurse comes in. She smiles. My wife is not crying anymore, but we have not said anything. Her eyes are red. I hear them
talking, but don't know what is being said. It's just noise.
We go home.
My wife has this dead mass in her stomach for three days. We
don't talk about it. Not a word. She catches me holding the little
booties she bought to tell me she was pregnant. I look up only to see
her whirl. I try to say something, but just drop the shoes and fall
back, sinking deeper into the couch.
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Just as I come home from a rough night she meets me at the
door.
"It's time," she says.
"Let me wash up. I'll be right there."
She gets in the truck and waits for me. I go into the bathroom
and wash my hands and arms and face. I think about showering and
changing, but decide against it.
They check us in . We go to our room and my wife climbs up
into the bed. A nurse comes in and asks how we're doing. I nod. My
wife grimaces. She's having a contraction. I wonder why she has to
feel the pain. I wonder if she is feeling the same pain she would if
the baby were alive.
The nurse comes back a few minutes later and hooks up the
monitor. She waits a few minutes but doesn't even bother to ask any
questions. She's read the history.
"Looks like you're about three minutes apart. Let's have a look,"
she says after looking at the print-out.
She looks up from between my wife's legs . "You're at a six," she
smiles. "We'll be done with this in a couple hours."
She pulls the latex glove from off her hand and I can't help but
notice the blood. I'm surprised. She's almost out of the room when my
wife reaches out, "Nurse! Nurse!" She turns around in the doorway.
"Yes?"
"It hurts."
"Oh! I'm sorry. Would you like something?"
''An epidural."
"Sure, honey. Let me get the doctor. I don't know why I didn't
think to ask. Of course you're in pain. I'm sorry. So sorry."
She spins and hurries out of the room.
We wait an hour.
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Finally a doctor comes in. He puts his hand on her knee, "Let's
have a look." My wife only nods; she's in the middle of another
contraction. Her knuckles turn white round the bars of the bed.
The doctor bends down between her legs.
"How far apart are the contractions?" he asks.
I think he's not addressing anyone in particular so I answer,
"About every two minutes or less. "
He looks at me and turns to the nurse, who is standing by the
monitor. She nods.
"She wanted an epidural over an hour ago," I say.
"Really?" He looks at the nurse. She smiles nervously and starts
to say something, but stops with her mouth half open. "Well, it's too
late now," he mutters, glaring at the nurse. "This'll be over before it
would take. I'll give you some morphine. That's all I can do."
He walks from the room. The nurse runs after him.
A different nurse comes back a minute later. She puts a latex
strap on my wife's arm and taps her veins. "What nice veins, " she
smiles. "I wish all our patients had such beautiful veins." She puts a
needle into my wife's arm and hooks her up to a small beeping
machine on wheels.
"Just push this button when you need more. It'll take a minute,"
she says warmly.
My wife does not respond. She's having a contraction. She starts
pushing the button as soon as the nurse is gone.
An hour lacer the doctor returns, wheeling a cart with a sanitized
green bundle on top. He puts an apron over his crisp white shirt,
carefully tucking his tie into his pants. He's wearing a nice pair of
leather oxfords with a loose paper covering. I wonder if he ever gees
blood on his shoes.
"Do you get squeamish?" he asks, looking at me. I wag my head,
wanting to show him my fingernails.

Minutes lacer she's pushing. Her face is red and I'm counting:
one, two, three, four, five, six, seven. Her face turns deep red. Eight.
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I can see the lines beneath her eyes. Her mouth is a flat crease. Her
chin quivers. Nine. Ten. She exhales.
"Almost done, you're doing a great job," the doctor says. He pulls
a long pair of forceps from the cart. They look like golf clubs.
"One more good push and this will all be over. " He pauses a
moment and looks at me. He's trying to show that he understands. I
look at my wife.
"Whenever you're ready," he says.
She nods her head and takes a deep breath. One. The doctor
reaches in with the forceps. There is a sucking sound. Two. I close my
eyes. Three. But it's not your fault. It just happens. It's God! Four. Why
didn't they come in here and give her an epidural? Damn nurse. Five. I
open my eyes. The doctor's face is a little red. I can see sweat soaking
through his cap. He's actually pulling hard. Six. I see blood splash
across the doctor's apron. Seven. I hear a dull thud on the floor. My
wife's face is deep red, her knuckles dead white. Sweat rolls down her
face. Eight. The doctor swings something from between my wife's
legs into a plastic bag held open by a nurse at his side. They're fast,
like they've practiced for this kind of thing. Nine. The doctor stands up.
He begins to untie his apron. Ten. My wife exhales.
They clean up fast, without a word. The forceps clank on the
cart. They're dripping with blood. I wonder who will clean them up.
I look at my wife. She turns away. She is shaking. The doctor finishes
cleaning up and starts to walk from the room. He looks at me as he
reaches the door, 'Tm sorry. "
I nod, looking at his clean shoes.
After a while I leave my wife and go to the desk.
"I've had three," the nurse (the damn nurse) is saying, "and they
didn't hurt at all. And that was ... " she turns and sees me coming.
She looks down at the desk and fumbles with some papers.
"I want to see it," I say taking a deep breath.
"What?" the receptionist says.
"I want to see my baby. "
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I look into the plastic bag. It doesn't look much like a baby. More
like a carcass, like the inside of a deer's stomach. "What are you going
to do with it?" I ask.
"We were going to send someone in to talk with you about that,"
the aid says. "We just thought it might be best to wait a bit."
He's a small, nervous man with a neat black mustache. He adjusts
his glasses, coughs, and cries to smile. I reach into the bag and pull it
out. He turns his head. With effort I can make out her face. She
would have been a girl.
"I want to bury it. " He doesn't answer, bur turns to walk away. I
won't cell my wife I saw it yet. Better just to let it die, for now.
When I get back to the room she is asleep.
A nurse looks at me and says, "We gave her some medication.
She's had a rough day. "
"Yeah," I say. "She's had a rough few months. Will she be out long?"
"Probably all night. "
I spend half the night roaming the halls.
Finally the little man catches up to me. He has a clipboard with
a few papers. I begin signing.
"We would like you to consider donating it for research," he says.
"No," I whisper, looking down at the blood on my palm. 'Tm
going to bury ic. "
I check in on my wife once again, see that she is sound asleep,
and decide to go for a drive. At mile marker 123 I pull the truck
over. I get out and look around. I wonder how many deer, skunks
and ocher animals are already dead on the road. I get back in the
truck and keep on driving. I'm lost in thought and don't see the big
doe standing on the side of the road until it is too lace. Her eyes
flash in my headlights and she suddenly jumps in front of me. I slam
on the brakes. The doe flips over my hood, slams into the roof and
slides out of the bed onto the road. I slam my hand down on the
steering wheel, pulling the truck to the side of the road.
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"Stupid animals!" I whisper, getting out of the truck and walking
around to the deer.
She lays motionless in the road. I know there is blood on the
truck without seeing it. I can smell it. I stand over the doe for a
minute, looking at her swollen belly. She flinches.
Oh, I think, she's still alive! What should I do? She's pregnant. I get
the flashlight from the cab and shine it on her face. There is a pool
of blood collecting beneath her. I touch her stomach. Her fur is
long but coarse. Her stomach ripples beneath my couch.
"You stupid beast!" I whisper. "Why do you jump into the light?
Do you think it's God? Is chis how God feels? "
I reach down and lift her head out of the pooling blood. Blood
drips between my fingers, down my forearm and off my elbow to my
hip and leg. Her head is heavier than I was expecting. I look into her
eyes, hoping to see a sign of life-a spark, anything to give me hope.
But there is no reaction. Just a pair of dull, dilated eyes. She suddenly
exhales. That's it. It's over.
I bend down and rest my forehead on hers and start crying. I
cradle her head in my arms, kneeling in blood. "Hush little baby,
.
don't say a ward . . ."I smg.
When it's over I stand up and grab her by the nape of the neck
and drag her off the side of the road and over the hill. One. Two.
Three. Four. Five. Six. Seven. Eight hundred feet. I drop her and
head back to the truck.
I grab the shovel and return to the deer.
I'm sitting in the chair when my wife wakes up. She looks at me.
I have blood and dirt all over me. I can smell it. I can feel it, dried
and caked on my hands and face. I didn't clean up. She looks at me,
puzzled.
"How do you feel? " I ask.
She wags her head, slowly. 'Tm thirsty."
I leave the room to get her a glass of water. As I turn the corner, I
hear a faint whisper, "God, God. Why me? Why have you left me?"
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I watch her take a sip. She swallows, grimacing. She holds the
cup away from her mouth a moment. I move toward her, hoping to
kiss her, to tell her it's not her fault, tell her it's not God, that this is
not how God feels, to give her my peace, but I pause and sit back in
the chair, suddenly feeling very small.
I realize the cup is trembling.
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CHALK CIRCLE
KIMBERLY PATTERSON

I do not doubt, for one moment,
that I was right to stay
(vows before God,
promises made in solemn sincerity,
are not to be discarded just because
they turn unpleasant)
I do not regret, for one moment,
the reconciliations
(children of God,
husbands embraced in love for eternity,
are not to be discarded just because
they turn unpleasant)
I do not forget, for one moment,
the commitment printed
(in black and blue over my body)
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NOONDAY ELEGY
WALTER RHEAD

The boy stopped breathing half past noon, his leg
Bone bleaching in the sun and dripping life
Onto the sun-bleached road. Not quite enough
Heads rimmed about to block out all the midDay light, which puddled on his sunken eyes,
And pooled around his mouth. That whole noon hour
The air stood still among the rows of cars
Now idling in the road, vacated by
A silent mass of passersby, who wave
Like corn in wind; but there's no wind, nor is
There breath to spare among the pale faces
Gathered there to gaze at the shallow grave
Dug by the boy's stopped breath-which stopped the hum
Of transport, and the air and noonday sun.
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JERUSALEM
RIXA ANN FREEZE

T

he first day in the city we stumble through a swirl of
markets and Arabic and veiled women. We swallow
our guide's words like an antidote: don't walk through this
gate; buy from this vender; never make eye contact;
remember that all the men are sex maniacs and they especially like blonde Americans. I think, So we're supposed
to live in a convent and spend our eight thousand dollars
inside the BYU Jerusalem Center learning how privileged
we are and how beautiful the city is and only see the right
things. The girl next to me chews her perfectly outlined
lips and asks, "Is that really true, about the men?"
"Don't worry. You have dull brown hair. I'll fling mine
around to distract any maniacs nearby," I say.
Her heavily made-up eyes fix on my blonde hair and
turn back to the guide, unsure whether to relax or to
harden at che possible insulc. 'Tm Jacqueline," she says.
Our guide is complacent, has the city figured out. He's
one of che Center's rich administrators. He shows us where
to enter che city-through a north-facing gate lined with
bright holiday lights. Neon tubing spells our the gate's
name in Arabic. It's Ramadan this month, chircy days of
fasting and thirty nights of feasting along with fireworks
and noise bombs char shaccer my sleep and make me
imagine I'm under siege-a Holy War outside my bedroom.
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An amphitheater of steps leads down to the entrance blocked by
apple tea vendors and Israeli Defense Force soldiers.
They wear camouflage and huge guns. "They're there for security
reasons," Jacqueline tells me; "you know how violent people are
here."
She runs over to the soldiers and tells me to take a picture of her.
I wince when she starts flirting with one of them and asks to hold his
gun. I take the picture before she can pose and then I try to look
occupied with something else. Cameras are like tourists: annoying
and intrusive.
A male student behind me whistles at one of the female soldiers,
tells me he's always liked girls with guns. "Be careful what you say
around here," I say. He laughs and I try to look annoyed. Jacqueline
says, "Yeah, I hear they shoot first and ask later here."
Old men in white robes and red checkered kafias shuffle down
the stairs, wearing their allegiance to Arafat around their foreheads.
One answers his cell phone, reminding me that Jesus' time was thousands of years ago. We strain through the gate and step over the basil
and mint spread on cloths. Shriveled women chant their prices like
the call to prayer I hear five times a day.
"Strangling chickens. Don't they sound as if they're strangling
chickens over a loudspeaker?"
Although the path is paved in crushed limestone that skitters like
dropped marbles, I do not know Jacqueline is there until she speaks.
I'm perched on the wide limestone wall surrounding the Center,
scribbling down the loudest call to prayer. I think it's from the man
we met last week, the one who prays in the neon-lit tower overlooking
the Dome of the Rock. He stays on one drone then spills melismas
over and under his pitch. She says, "You really don't notice things,
do you?"
"Not when I have something important on my mind. " I hope I
don't sound too rude. His call is over now, and I still only have figured
out a few notes of the first words, Al/,ah, ho-akhbar al/,ah, ho-akhbar.
The evening carries smells of sage and sour yogurt that turn up the
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edges of the notebook I've filled with minutia only a foreigner would
care about. It's my rebellion from cameras. I can't stand poking my
lens into someone's life, stealing their soul so I can prove I've experienced something.
"I think you really need to get out," Jacqueline says. "Why don't
you come with us?"
"What's the plan?"
"I found this great place where you can buy non-kosher hamburgers and pizza. I've finally been able to eat now."
"Don't you like the falafel and shwarmas? There's a little stand
down the street, and they'll even show you how to make the falafel
paste if you ask. I wrote it down here somewhere. "
Jacqueline grimaces and says, "Falafel smells like those horrid fluorescent pink pickles they sell in the Old City. I tried it once and
about died. Serious, I haven't eaten normal food in ages."
"I don't know. I'd rather try something authentic. Maybe Jordanian
food. "
The red light picks through her hair and turns it into a glowing
bush-Moses' miracle encasing a painted face. Jerusalem stands in
silhouette, black domes and spires against a bloody sky. I straighten
the edges of my notebook against the chiseled stone and try to look
occupied. She hesitates, scatters limestone chips with her platform
shoes, says, "Too bad you don't want to come." I nod thanks and she
leaves. A minute later I hear her accost another student and chatter
about the awful dirry men who always look at her chest, she's sure of
it, and how she can't wait to go home and see her friends again .
I see Jacqueline the next morning on her balcony crying over a
crown of thorns she bought along with two authentic Jerusalem candles
with the "made in Taiwan" stickers only half ripped away. "It's so
beautiful," she says, "I mean the pure white pain He must have felt
and these thorns ripping down and the laughing stinking crowd. So
awful and beautiful."
Awful like the smell of sweat and open sewers, like the sewer we
cross descending the Kidron valley. The stream rolls over old couch
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springs and dead cats. When we enter the Kidron on our way to
the city, we breathe through our mouths to bypass the smell until
we emerge through the vegetable stands on che ocher side of the
valley, always sour from over-aged lemons and turnips. The air
swirls away the muggy smell of sewer with a blast of exhaust fumes
and dust. My lungs constrict and I must slow my steps to clear my
asthma before ascending the hairpin turns up to Jerusalem.
Jacqueline and another friend invite themselves along when I say
I want to see the Armenian quarter. Jacqueline is in an expansive
mood today, gushing over the "quaint" hovels at the stinking heart of
the Kidron, smiling to the gap-toothed Arab children waving at us
and saying the only English they know: how are you? oh my heck!
hello Americans. She yells back shalom, giggles when she realizes it is
Hebrew, not Arabic, and tries again: marhabba.
Once inside the city, we try to locate the Armenian quarter but
find ourselves pushed along the narrow alleys lined with meat cuts and
pirated music. We merge with a stream of Europeans and meander
through the Christian quarter. I like the surprising courtyards buried
between churches and shops and how a submerged road suddenly
turns into a rooftop, little epiphanies in this writhing city.
"The real thing is never as dramatic as the pictures," Jacqueline
says when she sees the Holy Sepulcher. She buys a cheap book of
photographs called "The Christian Quarter Uncovered" with bad religious poetry next to each picture. We walk down the Via Dolorosa,
the road of Jesus' lase journey encased under two centuries of granite
and limestone. She stops at one of the Stations of the Cross, listening
to an Italian tour group and pretending she understands the guide
droning through the loudspeaker. "It's where He cried," she says,
"and His tears stained the rocks here. See, all the gouges running
down the wall?"
I say, "The guy was probably showing one of the ladies where the
bathroom is. These walls were built only four hundred years ago.
Come on."
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Jacqueline takes two pictures, asking if I think her flash caught
the small vertical rivers and shouldn't she have used her telephoto
lens instead? I adopt a vague look and hope no one sees me next to
an American with a camera. I'm getting a headache.
We return to the Center carrying dark plastic sacks full of the
day's treasures. I regret buying the flimsy Gaza dress that will shrink
seven inches on its first washing. I'm tired from being a tourist and
want to erase my identity, to blend in with the tall Palestinian girls
wearing business suits, five inch heels, and white silk veils. I sit on the
bathroom counter and wash the dust from my feet. Jacqueline comes
from her room across the hall and asks me which skirt I like better
and if her shoes are too loud. I lean against the mirror and watch the
steam from the sink send puffs of fog against the glass. She's going to
a concert with some friends and "promise you won't tell anyone that
some IDF soldiers are going to meet us there."
"It's your life," I say.
She selects a pale purple cotton skirt with tied fringes around the
bottom-her newest find for only twenty shekels, about six dollars.
Probably made by the same person as that dress I bought. "I really
had to bargain with the man," she says, "and you know how stubborn
Arabs are. But you know you can never cheat an Arab-they'll only
sell you something if they can get a profit." The Arab who ripped
her off probably doesn't have indoor plumbing or two pairs of shoes,
lives off less than half of what we paid to come here.
I towel off my feet and walk out onto my balcony, the limestone cool against my bare feet. Across the valley lies the city; the
walls buckle and heave through folds of air. Jacqueline follows me.
With a turn of her head she sums up the city and defines her experience-a lark she can always leave for her stale world of photos and
cliches and acrylic prayer rugs. She is a voyeur gazing at the rabble
around her.
My notebook lies on the balcony wall, open to a sketch of
Hasidic Jews dancing in private ecstasy at the Western Wall. I pick it
up and wonder if I'm any better than the crowds of pale, rich tourists
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hovering over rocks or shrines, crying co capture Jerusalem and bring
it home in a neat package. My hair falls in front of my eyes and
catches the sun, cums a blinding gold like Solomon's temple, gold
marking me as alien.
I look at Jacqueline. Any of the people I am crying so hard co
blend in with would see no difference between the two of us-both
spoiled tourists intruding into their city and stealing away bits of
their lives, pieces of their souls. Camera or not.
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WALKING RuSSIA
WALTER RHEAD

There are the stones
like sunburn peeling,
and there the park-all mud,
no swings. And over there a chunk
of sidewalk iceberged in the road.
And there, beyond
the drugstore (with the
broken window front),
a woman bound in gray raincoat of
male cut and stringy scarf to
match her matted hair is walking
near the bakery now-the one
across from ticket booth, the one
with entry bell-and now
she sees me watching her,
and now she glances down;
and now the gutter, chipped
and dry, the gutter cold and
graying, has caught the slug she spitthe one that sparkles under lamp,
that's oozing toward the drainand sent her onward, praying.
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THERE

Is

LITTLE

STILLNESS IN DEVOTION

Scon

CAMERON

There is little stillness in devotion
Or in the trumpet hymns of Sandhill Cranes.
Wind fuses dirt and clouds through motion.

In sudden rhythmic fits, the need to run
Sends herds in cataracts across the plains.
There is little stillness in devotion.
Sailors pattern their lives on the ocean,
the rise and fall of waves traced in their veins
wind fuses the sea and clouds through motion.
Bats flicker after insect commotion
flashing in then out of twilight terrain.
There is little stillness in devotion.
Children mix leaves and pepper in potions
Calling on dark skies to release warm rain.
Wind fuses dirt and clouds through motion.
The darkened corners of cathedrals shun
light and birds and dancing; no one explains
there is little stillness in devotion.
We fuse dirt and God with our motion.
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my says that chicken sandwiches are okay as long as
you know what you're getting into. For instance,
always order the grilled chicken. Never get anything that
has been breaded or fried. Ask for mustard, and say no to
mayonnaise or secret sauce. Get extra lettuce if you can
because lettuce is a bonus food: you burn more calories
eating it than it has in the first place.
"How is chat possible?" I say.
Celery's like chat, too, she says. Bue if you hate celery
you only have to eat it once in a while, and maybe you
can eat a couple jelly beans afterward to block out the face
that you've just eaten something chat castes like wee blades
of grass. Peanut butter on celery is out of the question.
Peanut butter, Amy says, is pure oil. "You can see grease
on the top, and you should avoid anything chat shows
grease. Kind of like Ronnie Harkness. He's greasy, too."
Ronnie Harkness didn't wear deodorant in seventh
grade when everyone else did. I was wearing deodorant in
sixth grade, though I practically had an aneurism the first
time I put it in the shopping care at Sav-On and Mom
saw it and felt che need to say, "Did you put chat in there,
Karen?"
"No, Mom, I'm pretty sure chat just dropped from the
sky and landed there but since it's in the cart already and
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since I'm kind of worried about reeking it up at school, you can feel
free just to buy it for me as a little gift." I didn't say that. I said, "Yes,
Mom."
"You really think you need deodorant?"
"Mom, would I be putting it in the cart if I didn't?"
She just smiled, like she was sharing some huge secret with me
and the rest of the people wheeling around the aisles of Sav-On. "My
little girl's growing up," she said. Hello, embarrassing. Like she hadn't
noticed that I'd been wearing Lisa's worn-out training bras since I was
eleven.
Lisa turned sixteen this summer and got a job working the grill at
Tommy's. Her job is to ring up customers, take fries out of the deep-fat
fryer when the buzzer rings, build hamburgers, and fill fountain
drinks. They gave her a manual to study before her first day of work,
but she's been filling her own fountain drinks at Carl's Jr. since she
was seven, just like the rest of us, and probably didn't think it would
be too challenging. The cash register is the cool part, popping it in
and out all day, patting the money down in its slots, putting the
twenties under the tray. Amy's older sister Robin works there, too.
Amy and I talk about how we're going to work at Tommy's together
when we turn sixteen, which is three years away but still seems like
the beginning of everything important in life.
By the middle of summer, Amy and I go to Tommy's every day,
which is only a little better than Crown Burger, where we used to go in
seventh grade and where wilty flecks of lettuce are always plastered to
the tabletops. At least Robin and Lisa sometimes give us free Slurpees.
Amy and I always feel grateful that we have older sisters and not older
brothers, who would probably throw moldy floor-fries at us if we ever
came within five feet of where they worked.
Robin, Amy's sister, was the one who gave her the food list, xeroxed
out of the back of some diet book she got at school. "It's just a preliminary list, " Amy tells me. "You can get whole books that tell you
everything-fat, calories, cholesterol. But this will be okay for now."
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"So what about cheese?" I ask. "Can you have cheese on a chicken
sandwich?"
Amy doesn't even have to look at the list. She says, "You can
never eat cheese again. Cheese is bad."
"What about if it's low-fat cheese, like cheese that they make with
2% milk instead of whole milk?"
"I guess that's okay. It's better than regular cheese, anyway, but I
don't recommend it."
She also says that we are never to eat burgers or fries again. Or
choclate chip cookies. Or donuts. Or popcorn at the movies. Diet
sodas are okay. Regular sodas are bad.
"What about, like, crackers?" I ask.
"Like Ritz?" Amy says.
"Yes."
"Karen, have you ever put a Ritz on a napkin? It is like the
biggest grease-fest on the planet. It leaves a total trail. "
I feel stupid. "Guess chat's a no, chen, " I say.
"If you ever wane to wear a bathing suit in public, it's a no."
We don't wear bathing suits so much anyway. There is one
municipal pool in Santee, on che other side of town, nowhere that
our mothers would let us walk by ourselves. Sometimes Amy's mom
drives us over in her Volvo and lets us off at che gates, and we scavenge for empty lounge chairs and go tanning. We do not go in che
water, which we know has probably been peed in a million times. It's
not a really good reason for never eating Ritz again.
"If you ever wane Chris Edmonston to like you, then," she says
and points her chin down like she knows she's got something on me,
which she does. Amy is probably the only person on the planet who
knows that I am madly in love with Chris Edmonston. She's also
probably the only person on the planet who could point out to me
che face chat Chris had a big crush on Allie Hoffman all seventh
grade, and she's never weighed over 100 pounds. I could probably not
eat Ritz for Chris Edmonston.
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"Here is a good daily menu," Amy says. "An apple for breakfast,
a couple of pieces of bread for lunch."
"Plain bread with nothing on it?"
"Maybe regular jam, I don't know. No butter for sure."
"What else?"
"Maybe carrot sticks. Then you skip dinner."
"You'll starve to death."
Amy rolls her eyes. "This is exactly how Robin does it."
Amy's sister Robin is a lot like her name: birdish, all skinny and
frail like she's walking around on two wobbly sticks of wood. She
does not eat grease ever, even though she works six hours a day frying
burgers and making ham sandwiches that are butter-grilled and
gooey with cheese. I ask her how Robin does it. Amy says that Robin
drinks a lot of diet soda.
So we decide to do it this way, and Amy, who is the self-appointed
president of our diet club, tells me that we need motivation. We cut
out pictures of models from Seventeen magazine-which Amy finally
convinces me that we can buy even though we're only thirteen-and
we each tape a few girls above our beds so that they stare down at us
with their wide-open eyes and flaunt their gawky arms while we sleep.
Amy calls this learning by osmosis, which is a word I had never
before heard. She says it means that the picture burns into your brain
while you sleep so when you wake up you remember that you want
to be exactly like that skinny, tall model on your bedroom wall, and
that being like her will be better than eating chocolate donuts for
breakfast.
Amy also says it would be a good idea to have one of the thinner
models on the refrigerator door as an instant reminder every time
you start hunting around in there. Mom says, "You want to put that
girl on the refrigerator?"
"It's diet incentive. "
"I hope you realize that this girl is not normal, Karen. She's a
skeleton."
'Tm doing it with Amy. We want to be skinny for eighth grade. "
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Mom places her finger in the gutter of her library book and looks
at me with lowered eyebrows. "If you get any skinnier you're going to
disappear. "
"Not even, Mom. I have total rolls." To prove my point a grab a
handful of flab from beneath my shirt and squeeze tight. "Look at
this. I'm gross. "
"You're not gross-you're beautiful."
"You have to say that. You're my mom."
She looks back at her book. "It's true, Karen. You're a very slim,
attractive girl. I don't want you to get carried away with this."
"I won't get carried away," I say, and slap a magnet onto my Kate
Moss cutout.
After this, Amy and I decide that we have to enforce an exercise
regimen, which sounds like being in the army only you have Buns of
Steel as a drill sergeant. I hate the exercise, all the butt-squeezing and
leg stretching and stuff. I was always the worst at laps in soccer practice
and the only sport I'm even sort of good at is tetherball because I have
strong fists. But this is important, Amy says-you never lose any
weight unless you work out, so we do it and end up in sweaty heaps
on the Jensens' living room rug. "Can we go to Tommy's yet?" I say.
"Yeah, sure. But remember our rule: no Slurpees."
"No Slurpees, no Slurpees," I say, pretending that I hated Slurpees
in the first place.
The weight comes off pretty easy once you have the routine
going. Not like I ever really like Buns of Steel, but you start to think
it's okay, that it's worth it, at least. Amy always shouts, "Feel the
burn!" and "No pain, no gain!" while we're wagging our buns (more
aluminum foil than steel) and it's kind of funny how serious she gets
about it. Every once in a while she yells, "Think Chris Edmonston."
On Mondays , Wednesdays, and Fridays we take turns in the
Jensens' bathroom, stripping off all our clothes and standing naked
on the scale. The first Monday I'm 113, then 111 on Wednesday. Friday I'm 113 again, but Amy says don't worry, it might just be water
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retention. Her weight goes 105, 104, 102 in four weeks. We both
have goals: Amy's is to weigh less than 100 pounds. Mine is to weigh
maybe 101 or 102, which isn't so unreachable, just ten pounds,
though Amy just wants to lose five or six.
Every time I step on the scale I hold my breath and try to make
myself weightless while the needle rocks back and forth and registers.
I can see myself just floating right up and bobbing naked against the
Jensens' bathroom ceiling. It never happens, though the rolls are
starting to go away. When I suck in hard I can feel my ribs. They feel
like the ruts in the bike path to school.
By the end of July it gets harder. Popsicle season is in full-swing
and we don't eat popsicles. Strawberry shortcake season is at its
height and we don't eat shortcake. "Load up on fruits and vegetables,"
Amy says, even though I'm already downing peaches by the dozen.
Mom calls me "the fruity one" in the house. My older sister Lisa says
chat I'm turning into a freak.
One day I'm waiting in the Jensens' hallway for my turn on the
bathroom scale, leaning up against their towel closet in my jean
shorts and my butterfly thongs, and Robin walks by. "Where's Amy?"
she asks.
''Amy's weighing herself," I say.
Robin knocks hard on the door, and after a few seconds Amy's
head pokes out. She's wrapped in a bath towel. "What?"
"What's with the group weigh-ins?"
"We're slenderizing," Amy says.
"Slenderizing?"'
"Losing weight."
"You haven't even gone through puberty yet, Amy; you're going
to mess up you're whole body."
Amy gets angry. "I have too gone through puberty, moron, only
you're too busy freaking out about your own body to notice."
"I don't do that anymore," she says.
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"What'd you eat yesterday, two carrot sticks?"
"I don't do that anymore and you know it."
"Wow, a whole apple, you better watch it. "
"Sh ut up, Am"
y.
"You're going ro get fat. You better watch out."
Robin's face gets weird: her eyes narrow, and she starts rubbing
her left arm with her right hand like she's going to wind up and
throw punches, or like she's having a heart attack. Amy watches her,
half-scared, half-crazy-angry, waiting to see what happens. I wait, too.
Finally Robin stops rubbing; she leans her face into the doorway and
says, "I don't do that anymore." Her words hiss. She says, "Mind your
own business, anyway, Amy," and rushes into her bedroom.
Amy slams the bathroom door hard and I can hear her stomping
around on the other side of the door like she's breaking the mirrors or
something, and I want to leave because I know how it feels to be that
angry and all you can do is clench your fists and throw something
breakable. Finally Amy comes out, dressed in a tank top from the
Gap, her arms poking through the sleeve holes like straws out of a
drink box. "Come on," she says, starting down the stairs. "Let's go
jogging. "
By the time I get home, Lisa's showered and made up like she has
never worked and would never work at a place like Tommy's Burgers
in her life. She's sitting in the kitchen, feet propped up on the table,
watching a Friends rerun when I come in. "Where have you been?"
she asks.
''Amy and I went jogging. We're slenderizing." I say it exactly like
Amy said it, like I'm reading it out of Seventeen magazine and proud
of it. I half expect Lisa to say something annoying: "Why are you
doing something stupid like that?" or "Don't you know you're too
skinny as it is?" But she doesn't say anything at all, she just stares at
the TV.
So of course I have to say, "Why do you want to know?"
"I don't. I just think it's lame."
"What's lame?"
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"I know what you're doing, Karen. You think you're so cool, and
really it's just the same old game of being skinny enough that the
boys will like you so you can be popular and happy and live a fabulous life."
I want to say, "No, you big idiot, that's not it at all!" but I guess
that's basically it. I grab a peach out of the basket on the counter and
start to gnaw at it; chunks of peach flesh lodge in my teeth. Lisa says,
"I just want you to know that it doesn't work. The boys aren't going
to like you no matter what."
My fists get tight. I am filled with a sudden desire to run at her
and push her down, and it makes me sick to my stomach how Lisa
doesn't even care, how she just sits there like a huge beached whale,
stuffing her face with potato chips, not even caring that they leave
like the hugest trail of grease everywhere. Big-shot sixteen-year-old
with her stupid burger job and her stupid burger body. "You're just
jealous, Lisa."
"If you turn into one of those disgusting Jensens I will be so
angry. Robin Jensen is too skinny, Karen. No on at school even
thinks she's pretry."
"So how come she goes to Homecoming every year and you're
never gone.;>"
Lisa snorts. "Go away, brat. "
Kate Moss smiles at me from the refrigerator door as I pass.

In August, Mom takes me back-to-school shopping at the mall. I
am wearing a size four, which is one size down from what I was wearing
when school got out in June. Amy is wearing a size two. We have our
last official weigh-in Friday before school starts, and Amy wins
because she not only reaches her goal, she passes it: 97 pounds. I'm
still 105. I guess by the end I just wanted strawberry shortcake more
than I wanted anything else in the world. Amy doesn't make me feel
bad about it, though, like I thought she would.
"You did super-good, Karen," she says. "We'll do better next
summer.
))
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On the first day of school I have a class with Chris Edmonston-life
science. This is good, Amy explains. Lots of opportunities to ask for
help, like "Will you turn on my Bunsen burner?" We laugh hysterically during lunch, me with my plain bread sandwich, Amy with her
bag of baby carrots. We are both wearing new Old Navy tank tops
and jean shorts as short as our moms would let us buy them. There is
no cellulite on my thighs. I know Chris was looking at me in class.
He'll like me this year for sure.
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FIRST TIME

SALLY STRATFORD

The highway curved
like a loose noodle in a pesto dish.
The yellow line hypnotized us
with talk of European chocolate
and the freedom of speed on the Autobahn.
Then we cold stories of past lovers,
Switzerland co Italy, our laughter
occasionally replaced by sad silence.
When we arrived,
tourists packed in shops, looking for silk ties
and swirled patterns of fine paper.
Tired men pushed couples
through eight canals and under bridges .
We cook the ferry back co the car,
the smell of fish and gasoline.
Far from the Piazza San Marco,
an office light flickered in the burgeoning storm.
The clerk's Italian was like static on an old radio.
"Una camera doppia con un lecco macrimoniale."
Maybe he understood, "just friends ." Probably not.
In our bungalow, back in the trees
we flipped a 100 lira for the bed-
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I got the floor with our sleeping bags.
We breathed a few more thoughts,
then you slept
beneath the rain playing the tin roof,
as the water shivered
through the canals of Venice.
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Rubber Cement.
It's my only defense.
The only thing that will work
to wean my child.
And it is work.
Like my oldest daughterthe first time she took
her collage to school unfinished.

There was a hole right in the middle,
she said, crying while her
schoolmates laughed.
Bits of trauma, I suppose,
exposure like the open seams
of a potato split on the ground
before it is planted.
Splitting into all its parts
and eyes.
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FOUR WISHES
MARILYN NELSON

a.
Whoever thought of the phrase,
"O ut on your ear, ,,
I'd like to go to his house,
and invite myself for dinner,
and stay till 2 a.m.
And when he started to yawn
and look pointedly at his watch
I'd grab his smoking jacket, him insideby the velvet lapelsand toss him,
out of the door,
on his ear.

b.
I'd like to meet Franklin D. Roosevelt
in a barn in Idaho, hitching his wagon to a star,
(Mr. Hoover? I'd say,
and he'd shake his head, surprised)
and then when he introduced himself,
to say, ah, yes, the New Deal.
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C.

If I grew smaller
I'd like to sit inside a slinky,
like a hula hoop.
I'd grap the top coil
with both hands
and pull it in an arch
over my head,
and then ride in it, down 500 stairs.
d.
I would like to fall asleep, running,
and run for 40 years.
I would dream of only colors, and wind,
and I would negotiate curbs
and trees and telephone poles
with uncanny accuracy.
And then one day you
would come the other way,
also running,
and I'd wake up
banging my face on your ribcage.
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GAMBLER
MEGHAN ENGELHARDT

T

he street lamp shone against the windshield; the light
splattered on the raindrops and smeared against the
still wiper in the middle of the glass. It cast shadows on
my clenched hand. My knuckles glowed white, even in
the shadow. Opening my fingers, I stared at the crumpled
white paper. I smoothed it out and cursed at the black
marks. She should have won today. Today, the odds were
in my favor; she should have won. I squeezed the paper
between my fingers and shoved it into my pocket. My
palms were wet. A car drove by and water splashed again
on the windshield, dripping crookedly against the wiper.
It reminded me of those paintings by ... Meg would
remember the name. Those big, crazy patterns that took
up a whole wall in the Museum of Modern Art. After our
honeymoon, Meg took me there during our layover at La
Guardia. She said those crazy, out of control slashes of
paint were "brilliant." I didn't think so.
The walkway was dark and the tulips were closed.
Meg told our daughter Aubrey once that without the sun,
the tulips didn't have much to open for. Meg weeds every
Saturday morning, wearing her overalls and her faded
blue-and-black plaid shirt, rolled to her elbows.
"It's the one my dad gave me," she tells me every
time I tell her to buy another one. It comes down to her
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knees when she wears it. She almost trips on it when she rolls it
around her waist. "It was my dad's," and then she hangs it on a
hanger, two shirts away from her favorite blue skirt.
The house was dark. Aubrey should be asleep by now. Hopefully Meg, too. I checked the mailbox and cringed as it clanged
shut. Habit. I turned the knob but it wouldn't budge. Habit again.
I shoved back my overcoat and took out the key from my pocket. I
clutched the doorknob and twisted slowly, clenching my jaw. The
door didn't squeal.
The living room was dark. Was this room always this dark at
night? Where was the moon? I swiped the wall for the light but the
light switch wasn't there. My fingers trailed against the wall as I
walked through the room.
The wood creaked beneath my feet as if it knew where I'd been. I
think Meg's right about ghosts in this house. She told me about her
grandmother's stories, that there was a ghost in the house she left in
Oregon, the one on the river. But she didn't know it was there until"Matt."
My breath caught, my hand flattened against the wall. It left a dark
mark on the green wallpaper. Meg was sitting on the steps, her face in
her hands and staring at me between her fingers. She looked gray; I
couldn't see her eyes in the shadow. She almost looked like a ghost.
I laughed a little but the sound caught in my throat and I coughed.
"I didn't see you," I said.
"Obviously. Matt, where have you been? " She stood up. The
clouds shifted, light passing over her face-then it was gray again.
Why wasn't she asleep?
"Just working late. I haven't quite caught up yet since Aubrey's
T-ball game."
She was standing in front of me in my college sweatshirt, the one
with the baseball on the left breast, and her snowflake pajama pants.
The shadows gathered beneath her eyes when she narrowed them.
"How much work really backs up when you leave two hours
early? Honestly, Matt-"
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''A lot, Meg. " Why wouldn't she believe me? "Trust me. Look,
I'm tired. Sorry I'm late, all right?" I walked by her. "Just trying to
make you money."
I heard her footsteps behind me. She touched my arm. I stopped
but didn't turn.
"I know. I'm sorry. It's just-" she said.
I stared at the ground, my calves tightening.
"Never mind," she said. I turned around and she smiled. "Good
night. I'm glad yo u're home." She kissed my cheek then went
upstairs.
I flipped on the dining room light. Meg had left the mail on the
table unopened. Bills. They stuck out on the dark wood-almost
glowing. I turned away but only saw Meg and me on our wall in a
photograph from our honeymoon. H er eyes were almost squinted
shut, she was laughing so hard. She was on my back in a bright yellow
moomoo and my head was turned around so my face was in her
shadow. I was laughing and my eyes were closed. When Meg had hung
the photograph in the dining room, I shook my head.
"No Meg, not in the dining room. Not here. We can put this one
upstairs."
She looked at me with her eyebrows down.
"Who cares, Matt? Really? I like this one."
Later she mumbled, "You're scared to be different. Just scared."
Meg and her ideals. I'm not scared. But sometimes I wonder
whether she knows who I really am or not. I didn't want to look at
Meg in that laughing picture but I didn't want to look at the table
either. The last thing I was was scared-about anything. Everything
would work out-it had to. It would-somehow. I turned back to
the table and picked up the first white bill, then I put it back. There
was no money. I felt the crumpled racing schedule in my pocket. I
hadn't even realized I'd put my hand back in there. I squeezed it in
my fist. My palms were sweaty and the paper scratched my skin.
Why was the house so warm? It bothered me how warm Meg always
kept it. She wore the quilt in the middle of the summer and the way
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she kept up the heat all winter, no wonder the bills came. My forehead was wet. I turned down the heat and shut off the light so the
table disappeared, swallowing the bills in the blackness.
I walked up the back stairs. They were darker than the front
room stairs because there were doors at the top and the bottom Meg
always kept shut. She says she doesn't want Aubrey to wander over
and trip down them. They're not carpeted. Aubrey is eight years old;
but Meg still closes both doors. I've heard Meg clobber up these stairs
and slam the door at the top behind her, like she doesn't trust them,
like something's going to grab her before she gets to the top and drag
her down screaming.
I climbed the steps hearing my own breathing. I shivered and
skipped the last step and opened the door. It shut behind me-like
something had been waiting there.
I leaned against the door. My breathing was louder and I saw my
shirt twitching on my chest. My throat began to close. I had to tell
her. My neck itched. It was so hot. Why did Meg like it so hot?
Aubrey was curled on the floor in the doorway of her room. Her
shoulders moved slightly as she breathed. Her long t-shirt bunched
around her waist and her legs almost touched her chin. A dark spot
stained her pillow where her cheek and open mouth squished against
it. She always moves from her bed to the doorway before she goes to
sleep. I think she's scared and goes towards the light of our bedroom.
What's she got to be scared of? Does she think something's going to
grab her too? How did she learn to be scared? Aubrey doesn't use the
back stairs. I think Meg has scared her from them.
I picked her up. She was heavier than she used to be. Her body
hung in my arms, her shirt pulling up against her stomach. She wore
her favorite underwear-Wonderwoman. Maybe it gave her protection.
When she was born, all wrinkled, she looked like one of those
white raisins, the kind that are almost transparent. Really small, so
that even if you wanted to see through them, there just isn't enough
to see. But I thought I could see through her when I held her the first
time. I thought I could see her heart beating, neurons shooting back
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and forth, the genes that told me she was part of me. And then she
opened her eyes and I forgot she was transparent because then it was
she who saw me, with her pupils getting larger and contracting in her
dark blue eyes. She saw through me then-and she wasn't a part of
me. I was a part of her.
She didn't open her eyes when I tucked her in, but her mouth
curled up and she grunted as she snuggled into her bed. My breath
rattled. My temples throbbed against my skin. I clenched my teeth and
squinted my eyes. My skin bunched on my forehead, pulling tighter
across my temples.
"Daddy." Aubrey rolled towards me. Her eyes were half-open. I
couldn't tell if she was asleep or awake. I touched her cheek and my
fingers slipped to her chin. I couldn't keep them still. I hugged her.
'Tm sorry, honey," I whispered in her hair. It tickled my cheek as
she shook in my trembling arms. I clutched her tighter.
'Tm so sorry." My cheeks were wet, my teeth chattered. Aubrey
whined and moved a little. I put her back against her pillow. She
grunted again and turned over.
I looked out the window. The oak outside her bedroom swept the
shadows across the wall in crooked-finger scratches. I sat against the bed
and pulled my knees against my chest. The collar of my overcoat
scraped against my chin, my tie fell between my legs and dangled
there. It hurt my neck. I loosened it but still couldn't breathe. I pulled
the schedule from my pocket. I could hardly see the black scrawls. It
blurred in my wet fingers. They were black and crooked against the
floor. I hated the paper. I hated the races. I wanted to stop. My fingers
shook more. I couldn't tell one from the other. I gripped the paper
and saw the smear of my white fingertips, squeezing, trying to break
the paper. Crush the habit. Smother the thing that was coming up to
grab me and strangle my family. It didn't tear. I couldn't tear the
measly pamphlet. I coughed and spit out the salry liquid gathering
on my lips. It splattered on my overcoat, crazy and spackled against
my gray sleeve. The words were still written on the white paper, clear
and ordered and black. It wouldn't tear. My stomach turned. I closed
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my eyes and I coughed. My eyes burned, my face was wee I shook. I
shook until the paper dropped from my fingers, hitting the floor
sofcly, curling in its wrinkles. I walked slowly into my bedroom and
pulled off my overcoat. le was heavy. I almost dropped it as I hung ic
over a chair. The blinds were open, and the wind swirled patterns on
the bed. Meg would have liked it; ic was like a painting. I cried co
unbutton my shire bur my fingers slipped-they wouldn't move. My
pockets were empty. I wiped my hands against my legs. I had co cell
her. Meg shuddered in her sleep. I wanted co. I had co.
My cloches were hoc against my body as they twisted under the
sheet. I put my face against che pillow.
"M eg.,"
I didn't recognize my voice. She shifted and her eyes half opened.
I stroked her hair from her face, strands sticking co my fingers.
"Meg, I-" My heart began co thud. I could hardly hear my
words. I swallowed.
My body began co shake.
"I love you, Mace."
She rolled against me and closed her eyes again. I felt my old
sweatshirt against my chest, the one I used co wear in college with a
baseball and bar on the left breast. le came down co her knees when
she wore it. I didn't wane her co throw it our. I wasn't scared. I just
didn't want her co hide. Nothing would grab her. Everything would
work out. Everything. I couldn't lose her. I was still shaking. le
would all be fine .
"I 1ove you, coo. "
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WHAT FREEDOM
JEAN JONES

The summer I turned skinny
I became free in my body for a seasona dog allowed off the leash for the first time.
Timidly at first, and then proudly
hem lines rose as I became used to exposure.
I learned to saunter
and returned coy looks, glance for glance.
I thought I was and acted, too.
I stared in the mirror for hours in amazement,
and then in the arrogance of illusion.
Soon, my skin became raw, and a casual gaze burned
like molten gold
until I longed for my protective fat,
for the time eyes slid off my greasy body
to rest on smaller prey.
I remember now the glory of self abandonment,
of swallowing fear and self hatred,
feeling my body digest it, forcing it through my system.
I had stood safely encased in a body made of character
without physical dependence.
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DIARY OF A DAUGHTER
E.L.

MILLER

April 4
My mother has pictures of half-naked men all over her
sewing room. It doesn't bother my dad. I asked her once
why she had them and she said it's because she liked their
expressions or hair but not to worry because she still liked
Dad. The answer didn't satisfy me. She asked me to renew
her Glamour subscription for her birthday, which was last
week. I mailed off the check today. I almost subscribed to
Better Homes and Gardens for her, too, just as a subtle
push towards a different direction but I didn't because
she's not interested in deadlife pictures, as she once put it.
Last winter she bought four boxes of grapefruit because
they were on sale, though we have a healthy grapefruit
tree in the front yard. The boxed fruit rotted. My dad said
she just bought a box of oranges, despite the neighbors'
limb hanging over their shared fence.
May3
She called me last week. How's my oldest daughter? she
asked.
Ah, Mom. I cut my hair and I hate it.
I thought you were growing it out.
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Yeah, but I didn't look like myself in the mirror.
I know the feeling, she said. She'd had the same bowl cue for
twenty years; I doubted her.
She said, Remember when you were little and you and Suzette
had your hair cut just like mine?
Yep, I remember chat.
Oh, hold on just a moment, the cat chinks he's my Siamese twin
attached at my neck. I've got co put him out.
She rustled the phone and dropped it on the carpet. The cat
screeched and finally a door slammed. Okay, she said, I'm back.
What were we talking about? She cold me about her new recipes and
we hung up.
May4
My mother died lase night from a brain aneurism.
The airplane was noisy. Someone brought three little kids under
ten and they wouldn't stop screaming and kicking my seat. I turned
around and glared at chem but they just looked at me and started
pinching each ocher again. Finally I used my teacher voice, the one I
use with Rick Clayson when I wane him co sic down and shut up and
don't care if he has ADD-Stop it.
The mother looked up from her novel and wondered if she
should become indignant. She muse have seen my teacher look and
murmured co the children, Settle down. We'll be there soon.
My brother picked me up at the airport. He flew in from California
last night; his wife and two kids will come tomorrow. We hugged
hello and picked up my bags.
When is Suzette coming, he asked.
Tonight. She'll drive down after she gets off work. She can stay
only for a few days. When do you leave?
Sunday. Beth and I can't miss more work and the kids can't miss
much school.
He pulled onto the freeway and I looked at the cactuses and dirt.
I began co sweat, reminding myself of sticky dandelion milk.
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I said, I guess I'll stay an extra week to help Dad out. I'm sure
he'll need a little help.

Yeah.
When we got home, my dad was playing solitaire on the computer
we gave him for Christmas. H e nodded his head when I walked in
but didn't move his face from the screen. I kissed the top of his head.
He was fatter.
Dad, yo u look well, I said.
Thanks. What did you do to yo ur hair?
Do you like it?
It's different.
I cut it.
He sniffed, his way of saying a light topic had been adequately
covered. He asked, When is Suzette coming? He clicked his mouse a
few times and restarted his game.
Tonight. She's coming tonight.
There were casseroles in the freezer next to the frozen cookies.
The cat stepped on my toe and rubbed its head on my leg. I wondered if the cat realized she's not coming back. I picked up a heavy
throw-away tin labeled "Beef Hash Surprise." The pantry smelled like
oil paint and there was a can of paint thinner on the shelf. Probably
one of her beautifying projects.
May 5
Beth and the kids arrived. The kids were cranky from traveling
and Beth looked tired. She kissed Tim and they both looked a little
relieved. Suzette went out and I called Marcus. Dad put the nine of
spades on the ten of hearts.
May6
Suzette and I picked out Mom's last outfit, the blue dress she
wore to Tim and Beth's wedding fifteen years ago. If it doesn't fit,
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they can leave it unzipped. Suzette wanted Mom's pearls so Mom will
go without a necklace. I kept a hideous tarnished pin shaped like a
rooster. It's ugly but it reminds me of her; it doesn't match anything I
own but it's something I'll remember I have.
Marie, she said once after her mother died, you never know
everything about a person.
Can we go home now? I whined. I was tired of standing in the
cemetery while my mother nodded her head and rubbed the rooster
pin on her coat lapel.
May 7
The funeral was short. She looked nice in her blue dress but she
needed a haircut. Suzette, Tim and his family leave tomorrow; I took
out another casserole for dinner.
I haven't seen the cat today.
She smelled like maple syrup and cold leaves on Sundays and
sometimes she would run her finger around my face, light as dust. She
knew how to say my name so it sounded like a complete sentence.
May8
The cat hasn't come back.
I threw out a box of rotting oranges from the pantry. They looked
like tennis balls.
Marcus called and asked if I needed him to fly out but I said no,
I could handle Dad; he doesn't say much. He fell asleep at the computer today, his chins resting on each other and propping his head up.
Hey Dad, I said, knocking on the open study door for his attention, dinner's ready.
Just a minute, I'm winning.
I waited in the kitchen for him, drumming my fingers on the
counter and hoped Marcus had remembered to water my plants and
pick up my mail.
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He came in and we sat down at the table she salvaged from the
dump years ago. She liked saving things. He bowed his head for a
moment and I watched him. I've never seen him pray over food-my
mother always did.
Okay, he said, trying to be chipper, What's for dinner tonight?
Chicken and rice casserole, I said, spooning some on his plate.
How's Marcus? Talked to him lately?
He's fine, I said.
I waited a moment. Dad, what are you going to do now?
Watch TV, I suppose.
No, I mean tomorrow and next week.
Go back to work. Maybe I'll put in a rock garden this summer
and visit you kids. The house needs new windows. I don't know,
that's all I can think right now.
Do you want me to go through anything while I'm here? Clear
out any space or move things into storage?
No, but you can sew a button back on my coat.
I could barely budge the door open because magazines blocked
its swinging path-I almost cursed my dead mother. I turned on the
lights; the naked men were still there, probably ten deep on the
walls. The room stunk like paint thinner so I opened the window
and let the heat in; cars brushed by outside. I looked in a drawer by
the sewing machine-a logical place for a needle. Instead, I found
charcoal pencils and small drawing tablets. I picked one up and
flipped it over. The price tag was from a store that dosed years ago.
In a few hasty lines on the first page I saw myself as a small girl
jumping in the yard sprinkler, my brother inspecting a dead bird,
my dad watching TV. Another tablet had men I didn't know and
then I realized they were the magazine men. Those drawings were
more detailed and the lines more smooth. I looked in the doth
closet, tubes and tubes of dried paint and canvases. The first paintings were the most recent. My dad shaving without a shirt on, naked
from the waist up; Tim's second girl after she lost her two front baby
teeth from riding her bicycle; Suzette and I talking over morning
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toast last Christmas-I remembered the blue blouse she was wearing.
My mother didn't paint those from photographs.
Maria, my dad called from the living room, Can you find anything? That room is such a mess.
Yeah, Dad. I got it.
I stood for a moment, listening to traffic, my mother sketching
in a sleeping house. I put all the canvases and tablets back and closed
the door. No wonder she didn't look like herself in the mirror. People
with bowl cuts don't paint.
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PRAIRIE
ERC

FREEZE

I've tried to peel it,
pry it open.
There is no time for this.
No time to take the shades
under a culvert,
the rocks and lanky brome,
and have them account for childhood.
No time to explain heritage:
Nana and her bastard child.
They welcomed the prairies
for their plainnessthe even layers of soil,
the years ideal for farming,
the humming grid of roads.
It's erosionchinooks and winters
blow the years away.
Living the prairie
.
.
gives no meanmg
to our deaths.
It didn't bear us,
but tears like a
vagrant swath
through hay.
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BREAKFAST
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My mother eats grapefruit every
morning before work.
She digs at the pulp with
a bent spoon
and juices the rinds
with her man hands.
She wears a black belt
around her mountainous hips
and tucks in her flannel shirtthen goes to work in the coal mines.
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Scott Cameron loves hiking Timpanogos and running the
foothills around his Provo home. He considers moose,
Indian paintbrush, Hal, and Rosie to be some of his
greatest blessings.
William Deford, born in Kentucky, spent his formative
years in Katy, Texas. In addition to writing poetry and creative nonfiction, Deford is a singer/songwriter/guitarist
and a fanatic reader. He is a senior at BYU.
Meghan Engelhardt grew up in the lush tree country of
New England. She is an idealist and hopes to be an
author/teacher when she grows up. In her spare time, she
enjoys fudgesicles, John Denver, and wrestling calves in
Wyoming. But above all, she still believes in miracles.
Always.
Eric Freeze graduated in April from BYU's MA program in
English. His future plans include teaching a French Cinema
course in France this summer and pursuing Creative Writing
Ph.D. at Ohio University in the fall. He thinks that everything ever written should be embarrassing in some way,
which is why his family wants him to quit writing and
become something respectable, like a lawyer.
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Rixa Ann Spencer Freeze, after studying violin performance, conservation biology, and American studies, decided that it was time to
leave Provo. She graduated in April with a B.A. in American studies.
She will pursue an M.A. at the Contemporary History Institute at
Ohio University and plans to get her Ph.D. in American Studies. She
will be in France this summer teaching a music histroy and appreciation course . She enjoys bookbinding, reading, cooking, outdoor
activities, and playing the violin .
Jane Galt is a sophomore at BYU. She is eighteen years old. She
wishes she could stop writing things that hurt people.
Scott Hansen is a budding young poet.
Brian "B-Love" Jackson is currently living with his gorgeous betty
wife Amy Louisa in a humble shanty in a dark alley behind a condemned building in Sandy, Utah. They both enjoy a hunter/gatherer
lifestyle; daily they forage through the broken bottles and egg cartons
and crusty cheese deposits for rats. In his spare time, Brian attends
the Y, where he is studying English because that's the major of choice
for those who are dumb at math. He hopes to become a professional
writer for Guns and Ammo magazine and eventually do field research
on why his belly button lint is always blue, even when he wears a
white shirt.
Jean Jones is a graduating senior with an English major and a Spanish
minor. She was born in Berlin, Germany, and spent a total of twelve
years overseas (her father was in the Army). Her family moved back
to the United States her sophomore year, and now she claims Colorado as her home. She served a mission in McAllen, Texas, from
April 1997 to October 1998. She loves chocolate and caramel and
late night movies.
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Hyrum LaTurner has recently completed an M.A. in English with an
emphasis in rhetoric, and is currently working on a P.h.D. with the
Committee on the History of Culture at the University of Chicago.
He hopes co someday learn co write creatively, but in the meantime
he is attempting co criticize chose who can. He loves co write shore
stories, though he often wonders why when he looks at what he has
written.
E. L. Miller loves spuds and hopes co have her own tractor and disc
one day.
Marilyn Nelson is a music/home ec. major from Provo, UT.
Kimberly Patterson is a single mother and a senior in philosophy at
BYU. She looks forward co graduating in August so she can spend
more time with her beautiful five-year-old daughter, the joy and
inspiration of her life.
Walter Rhead considers himself a collaboration of sores-a combination of colors, a mixture of thoughts, a conglomeration of perspectives. In shore, he has four eyes, four ears, four hands, and two
brains co oversee everything. And he weighed fourteen pounds at
birch.
Sally Stratford, a native of Lake Arrowhead, California, is a graduate
of BYU with a bachelor's degree in English. She is interested in
poetry, Native American literature, and bookbinding. Sally not only
loves literature but also enjoys spending rime outdoors, working as a
florist, and eating grapefruit.
Melody Warnick graduated from BYU in December 1999 with an
English degree. She and her nice, poetry-spouting husband, Quinn,
now live in Silver Spring, Maryland. She has never been pregnant.
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